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The Dragon’s Forge
Expansion

“It takes decades to hatch a dragon egg... and then 
years to train a dragon. But in the end... you have a 

formidable ally to create magical weapons for when 
you go into Battle!” — Samwell the Wise. 

Expansion contents:

24 MEEPLES

The Dragon’s Forge takes place years after the Empires
expansion, in a world not as peaceful as it once was.

4 KINGDOM CARDS 8 EPIC WEAPONS 3 SECRET GOALS

9 DRAGON GLASSES4 OGRE CARDS
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A The Forge:
Place the 4 Forge tiles in 
a square at the middle of 
the board (see the 
image on the right).

B Dragon Glass:
Make a pile with the dragon 
glass cards and place it face up, 
near the gems.

D Additional Meeples:
Each player gets 2 watch 
towers and 1 dragon 
matching their color.

1. Adittional Game Setup

C Adjusting Goals:
1) Remove all the Food Goals 
that are worth 16 VPs.
2) Reveal only 2 Food Goals, 
not 3.
3) Shuffle the Epic Weapons 
deck and reveal one.



To make dragon glass, you must 
resolve a task on 1 of the dragon 
forge's tiles. Discard the required 
type of gem (yellow dragon asks 
for gold, green for emerald and 
blue for diamond) and then you 
get a dragon glass card.

Dragon glass cards are 
not gems, and they aren’t 
affected by cards that 
affect gems (e.g. The Thief 
ogre card).
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2. End Game Adjustment

3. Making Dragon Glass

When playing with the Dragon's Forge Expansion, you 
need 4 goals to trigger the End Game phase.



Due to the extreme heat of the volcano, the Dragon's Forge 
is run by the master blacksmith using ogres as helpers (as 
they seem to be resistant to fire). By placing 3 dwarfs at 
the forge, you may spend dragon glass and ogre cards to 
forge epic weapons. Epic weapons count as goals to trigger 
the end game and are worth Victory Points as described. 
Discard the ogre cards (without activating them), and place 
the used dragon glass cards back in their pile.
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4. Forging Weapons

Build: As an action, discard a gold gem and remove one 
of your dwarfs from a mine to place one of your watch 
towers on the card. The watch tower does not occupy 
one of the spots on the card. There can only be one 
watch tower per mine.
Watch Tower Abilities: 
1) Whenever anyone gets a gem from 
that mine’s action, the owner of the 
Watch Tower receives a gold gem.
2) At the end of the game, each 
watch tower in play gives 2 Victory 
Points to their owner.

5. Build a Watch Tower
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Tame: As an action, discard one ogre card and replace a 
dwarf at your campfire with the dragon meeple. The dwarf 
goes back into the game box. The dragon keeps all racial 
traits of its owner.

6. Taming Dragons

Dragon Abilities:
1) As an action, you may 
destroy a watch tower that is on 
the same tile as your dragon by 
discarding one ogre card from 
your hand. The dragon does not 
go back to the campfire.

3) Dragons count as two 
dwarfs for the purpose of 
defeating a monster.

4) At the end of the game, 
kingdoms lose 2 Victory 
Points for each dragon within 
their walls. This penalty 
applies even if you are the 
owner of the dragon!

2) Dragons may fly 
over walls. 
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Forge 2 epic weapons.
Blacksmith:

Have two watch towers in play.
Ogre General:

Have a dragon in play and two dragon glass cards.
Dragon Tamer:

7. New Secret Goals

Look at the top 3 cards of the ogre deck, choose 
one and place it in your hand. Discard the rest.

Assistant:

8. New Ogre Cards 

Shuffle the new secret goals with the others.

Shuffle the new ogre cards along with the others.
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Made in China.
Warning: Choking Hazard! Not for use by 

children under 3 years of age.

Help & Support
If you have any issues with your game’s 
components, contact our Support Team 

at the following email address: 
support@vesuviusmedia.com


